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PREFACE

The purpose of L.:is general survey of the distinctive feature principle

is to illustrate the formation of the concept of the distinctive feature and

its refinement and incorporation into structuralist and transformational-

generative phonology. I will not attempt to argue fel7 the relevance of the

principle to modern linguistic theory, since the matter is not in current dispute.

In utilizing an historical basis for discussion,' then, I will focus on the

chronological development of the principle as initally presented. by Jakobson,

Fant and Reale in Preliminaries to Speech Analysis, and asultimately incorpora-

ted into the linguistic models of the transformationalists, The fact that the

transformationalists felt it necessary to modify and rearrange the intial

principle ia order to adapt it to their theory is an interesting and relevant

study, although it is but briefly toudhed upon here, For I cannot attempt a

discussion of the 4werall merits of the transformational model, nor of any

other viable model, although these matters are certainly ia need of careful

analysis. My purpose, rather, is to shed ligh on the question of how a language

utilizes sound matter, the adaptation and utilization of certain sounds in the

workings of the language, ard their representation in language models and

theories, I simply assume here that the procedures which have been suggested

for phonological analysis by Jakobson, Bloomfield, Chomsky and Halle, et.al.,

represent potentially productive linguistic theories, and I will attempt to

examine their assumptions without advocating any one theory over the other.

Furthermore, in understanding the concept of "sounds" as utilized by linguistic

theory, it must be emphasized that the "physical" reality of the distinctive

feature components in language structure are distinct from their "psychological"
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incorporation into a "grammar" of a language, which at the present time, is

nothing more than a hypothetical model representing a speaker's competence.

It is primarily because of this distinction, that detailed proposals regarding

the implicit, if not explicit, recognition given to the distinctive features

as incorporated into a particular linguistic theory would be premature here.

But in attempting to understand the theoretical justification for them in

linguistic theory (accompanied by eMpirical evidence), we may serve to direct

the revision and development of future theories.

4
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I. In The Beginning: The Phoneme

The phoneme is not a new invention, nor a uniquely American one. In fact,

Europeans in the late 19th century were well aware of the importance of the

phoneme-type unit in linguistic analysis, and had already developed several

sound phonological theories. But the idea of the phoneme itself was-developed

such earlier. In fact, by its very nature, it had to have been realized at the

tiae when people first began recording their language using an alphabet instead

of a. pictorial system. They were able to abstract from the total number of

speeth sounds of which their language was composed, a certain number of signifi-

cant ones whith served to distinguish meaning in that language. This phenomenon

was possible because native speakers have an intuitive knowledge of what sound

features in their language are diatinctive (i.e., capable of differentiating

words). The American linguist, Edward Sapir, called this ability. "phonemic

intuition". That is, people instinctively know which differences in the speech

sounds of their-language are capable of distinguishing words. Thus, it Ls

natural that the first attempts at recording language by means of an alphabet

were done so "phonemically".

In the late 19th century, the Polish philologist, Jan Baudouin de Courtenay,

was the first to formulate a theoryof-iih-onemes and to point out the basic

distinction between a "phone" (any discriminable speech sound) and a "phoneme"

(a distinctive speech sound in a language). Henry Sweet in England and Paul

?assay in Fl.ance Were also working with the idea. But the most notable non-

American contributions to the area of phonemics have been made by the Cercle

Linruistique de .Prague. :he Prague School was made up of linguists who may be
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regarded as followers of Nikolai Troubetzkoy, Roman Jakobson, and Andrartinet.

This school formulated its principles at a congress of Slavic scholars in Prague

in 1929. It is not clear whether American linguists at this time were aware

of these developments in Europe, but it appears that they were beginning to

think along the same lines. "Edward Sapir, in his book, Sound Patterns in

Language (1925), does not use the term phoneme in the sense in which later

linguists used it, but he talks about variations in a sound 'dependent On the

phonetic conditions' in Which it occurs. These positional variants which do not

serve to distinguish meaning in the language, but which axe determined by their

phonetic environments, correspond to what are called today, the "allophones"

of a phoneme. Thus, it is with Sapir that we can date the beginnings of American

investigations of the phonemic principle." 1

The word "structuralise is used to designate the various trends in modern

linguistics Which came into existence in the first half of the 20th century.

The structuralism of the Prague School linguists and of Leonard Bloomfield in

America have several features in common, but they differ considerably from one

another in their principles and procedures. Both schools agree in rejecting the

psychological or mentalist approach to phonologiaal established by the Neo

grammarians (i.e., when the phonese is considered an "imagined" phenomenon

mentally equivalent to its acoustic properties) and tend to regard the phoneme

as a physical unit of the sound system of the language. But while the Prague

group stresses the analysis of the phoneme into the relevant features which

constitute it (the soon to be "distinctive features"), the Bloomfieldians lay

their emphasis on its distributional features in words or in utterances.
2

It is

17a1erie 3ecker Makkai, Phonolgical :heory, p.3.
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this basic distinction in the history of the structuralist movement that we shall

be concerned with here; for major differences arose as linguists began a scientific

examination of the role of the sound elements in a particular langtiage.

II. Distinctivo Features -- BAH, HUMBUG!

It is a fact that Leonard Bloomfield considered the existence of sub-

phonemic detail an almost worthless study3 because it was so subject to mistakes

and false interpretations due to the phonetician's experience and training in

transcription; whereas phonemic contrasts could be determined by objective pro-

cedures, free froa such interference. Bloomfield was well aware that phonemes

were composed of smaller units of sound features which are lumped together in

bundles, but maintained that the investigation of these features was purely the

work of the phonetician who was to study "the speech event without reference to

meaning, investigating only the sound-producing movements of the speaker, the

sound-waves, and the action on the hearer's drum."
4

For Bloomfield, then, the

2-Ali Fischer-Jorgenson (1952) has noted that "Spair might have been the first
to suggest that phonemes be grouped into categories aocording to their possibilities
of coabination with other phonemes in the speech chain. But Bloomfield maintained
that phonemes are distinguished purely on the basis of their distrubutional proper-
ties and that classification by distinctive features is irrelevant because it is
simply a physiological description. In contradistinction to Bloomfield, Troubetzkoy
considers the internal description of phonemes as consisting of a definite number
of distinctive features and their classification according to these features as the
most important task. He mentions the classification based on different possibilities
of combination, but emphasizes that it is not possible in all languages to give
each phoneme a unique definition in this way."

The implicit vs. explicit recognition given to the phoneme by the different
linguistic schools will be emphasized in-some detail later in this paper.

.,hese sub-phonemic units were recognized by his as-the "phonetic" structures
of the language, i.e., a combination of both the distinctive and non-distinctive
features.

4
Leonard Bloomfield. Languace, p. 74.
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term "distinctive feature" was reserved for those specific features from among

the total gross acoustic features which make a difference in meaning in that

language. These distinctive features occur in bundles, along with other non-

distinctive features (Which are analogous to Jakobson, Fant and Halle's "redundant

features") Whieh comprise a phoneme. Furthermore, be stated that "the speaker

has been trained to make sound-produciag movements in such a way that the pimeme

features will be present in the sound-waves, and he has been trained to respond

only to these features and to ignore the rest of the gross acoustiQ mass that

reaches his ears,"5 At this point ia history then, both Bloomfield and the

Prague School linguists propounded the theory that phonemes axe composed of smaller

units of sound features, some of whiCh axe "distinctive" (i.e., the acoustic-

articulatory properties which characterize a particUlar significant contrastive

unit of sound--the phoneme) aad others axe "non-distinctiv6" those phono-

logically irrelevant properties for that particular language, as determined

through contrast with the other features in the languagA). These features are

lumped together into bundles; bu4 the phoneme is not the sum of sounds of its

component features, for it is not identical with an actual physical sound. Rather,

the phoneme can only be equated with its psydhologically relevant properties,

that is, its distinctive features. It is at this point in the development of a

complete phonological theory that the paths of the American descriptivists and

the irague structuralists diverged. :ihe fundamental discrepancy lies with the

incorporation of those distinctive features tato their respective theories.

5
Ibid., p. 79.
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To recognize the distinctive features of a language, we must
leave the ground of pure phonetics...since we can only recognize
then When we know the meaning of utterances.6

As is evident from Bloomfield's statement, the smallest distinctive unit to

be reekoned with in a tLeory of language is the phoneme. In his macro-view, he

assumes that the classification of phonemes by distinctive features is irrelevant

to the structure of language and he preferred to distinguish phonemes on the basis

of their distributional properties. --Fbx. him, two positional variants may be

considered one phoneme if they are in complementary distribution, never otherwise. ?

And conversely, in identical environments two sounds are assigned to two phonemes

if their difference distinguishes one morpheme from another,8 According to

Bloomfield, although the range of phonetic similarity of various occurrences of

a phonase might be considered important, it was the criterion of distribution that

woad unequivocally determine whether. a given sound was to be classified the

range of one phoneme or another.

Troubettkoy, on the other hand, studied t!-11 phonetic features which would

serve to contrast certain sounds. "He set up certain phonetic criteria: localize.-

tion and degree of the obstacles to passage of air: 'co-articulation' features

such as palatalization: resonance chamber, etc. It is in these terms that he lists

phonemic contrasts."9 Troubetzkoy did not ievre the relevance of distributional

6
INA.. P. 77.

7Represented graphically using an example from Spanish, a rule for the
-allophonic distribution of Spanish /I/ is:

[C f i

) /1/f
] els4gre.

81n Spanish, /r/ because "earro" (car) 4 "care- (expensive).

9Le1lig Harris, "Review of GrundzUge Der Phonolgie", In Makkai's Phonological
liltaa, P. 303.
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contrasts since he specifically noted that "if two sounas of a given language.

relatee; acoustically or articulatorily, never occur in the same environsent, they

are to be considered combinatory variants of the same phoneme."10 This rule is

analogous to Bloomfield's conception of complementary distribution, but unlike him,

Troubetzkoy places his major emphasis on phonetic contrasts for detezmising the

.phonemic inventory of a language. Thus, Troubetskoy maintains that every phoneme

"contains several acoustic-articulatory properties and is differentiated from

every other phoneme not by all but only by a few of these properties,"li These

distinguishing properties axe the phonologically relevant or "distinctive"features.

The particular distinctive features of a phoneme are distinguishable in a language

primarily because they are in "opposition" to other bundles.of features in that

languag. In light of this, the phoneme may well be defined as the sum of

distinctive features found by considering "oppositions" (i.e., contrasts), Thus,

each speech sound in a language is composed of-both the "phonologically relevant"

properties that make it tile realisation of a specific phoneme, and also of quite

a number of "phonologically irrelevant" features whose combinations of occurrence

and distribution designate the phonetic variants (or allophones) of that phoneme.

And it follows that these non-distinctive features cannot serve to differentiate

lexical meaning. This is indicated by the commutability without loss of intellibility

of 4-1.7 for 417 in "alto" (high, tall) or of jig for in "la bota" (the boot).

All optional phonetic variants, then, owe their existence to the fact that only part

of the articulatory properties of each speech sound is phonOlogically relevant.

The remaining articulatory properties can vary from case to case without loss of

intelligibility or meaningful distinctions in the language.

1 °Aikolai Troubetzkoy, "Phonemes and How to Determine Them", in Fudge's
p. 63.

11,
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A3 we will soon discover, Troubetzkoy's method of phonemic patterning can

be viewed as basic to the development and incorporation of distinctive features

into modern linguistic theories. He was the first linguist to clarify and stress

that phoneses are not absolute, but relative; and that no feature or group of

sounds was relevant in itself, but only if contrasted with another feature or a

groun of sounds. Secondly, he selected certain phonetic criteria with Which to

compare and contrast phonemes (e,g., alat,lizat1on. nazalization, voicing, etc.).

It Ls im these terms that he lists phonekic contrasts. "E.g., English[t] anda]

contrast unldimensionally in respect to voicing, the other phonologically relevant

phonetic features being common to both of thea."12 Thue, for Troubetzkoy and his

followers, the phonvaes of a language could be classified by studying the network

of contrasts among sounds. Troubetzkoy's careful notation of those features

whiCh served to distinguith one phoneme from another served as the basis for the

fully explicit theory of distinctive features to be developed decades later by

Jakobson, Fant and Halle.

In the 1930's and 40's in America though, it was widely held that the only

types of scientifically relevant linguistic records were those that recorded the

total number of grov,s acousti,c features (i.e., both the distinctive and non-

distinctive features) or a record of the inventory of phonemes, distinguished

by the parts they played in the working of the language. A mechanical record

deliniating only the gross acoustic features would not tell which ones were

significant (distinctive). Only by finding out which utterances are alike in

meaning and which are different, coula one learn to recognize phonemic distinctions.

:he American descriptivist's central proposal was that phonemes, the significant

..:hits of the thonological system of a given language, can subsume a variety of

..ifferent actual sounds. The actual sounds subsumed by a single phoneme, however,

1
i-iarrie, OD Ca p. 303. 11



had to be phonetically related and in such a distribution in the language as not

to contrast. This noncontrastive distribution included two types: complementary

distribucion and free variation. Complementary distribution meant distribution

in mutually exclusive environments. Free variation referred to occurrtnce in the

same environment without signalling any significant difference. So the fronted

Wof Flaglish "geese" is in complementary distibution with the badked[0] of

"goose" because the former-occurs ohly before froat vnwels, while the latter

never occurs there. FUrther, the unaspirated[k] and unreleasedRI, which can

both occur in final position in varying pronunciations of such words as "sack",

"pick", ...nd "wreck", are said to be in free variation, since the difference between

them can never signal a different utterance. A third, more recent principle, that

of pattern congruity, has been added to require that the assignment of sounds to

phonemes results in a symmetrical systee of sounds; so that if three voiced stops

hzve been established for a particular language, two of which have easily recognizable

voiceless correlates, me may expect to find a third voicelesi correlate also.

And so, phonetic contrasts within and among phonemes, such as that proposed by

Troubetzkoy and the Prague School linguists, uere not viewed as being capable of

distinguishing the phoneues of a language. That the sounds of a language could

be classified ia terms of a binary set of distinctive features was inconceivable

to the American descriptivists in the fir:A half of the 20th century...but it was

Roman Jakobson who proposed just that,

III. Putting the SCU.iD back into kHONClogy

Roman Jakobson first formalized a theory of distinctive features based on

the realization that phonemes are not simple constructs, but rather are composed

of simultaneous, independent, yet relational properties. Having been exposed to

12
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the Prague School's innovative work in phonetics and phonology, Roman Jakobson,

Gunnar M. Fant and Morris Halle proposed a full distinctive.feature theory in 1952

in their boek entitled, ...__1p1,.yAi.sj_I_'iALv_linariestoSeethaAnieDstinctveFeates

their It was a major linguistic development in 1952 when the

claim was made that there exist a limited number of distinctive features (12 were

initially established) Which tan be used to describe all the phonemes of all the

languages in the world.

Leonard Bloomfield had stated in 1933 that:

The important thing about language, is not the way it sounds.
The speaker's movement, the disturbance in the air, and the hearer's
ear-dzum vibrations axe, iu themselves, of very little moment....
The importance of the phoneme, then, lies not in the actual configura-
tion of its soUnd-waves, but merely in the difference between this
configuration and the configurations.of all the other phonemes of
the same language....Only the bhonemes of a language are relevant
to its structure--that is, to the work it does. A description of
the non-distinctive features might be of great interest, but for
this it would have to be more complete and more copious than any
that have so far been made...,A list or table of the phonemes' of
a language should therefore ignore all non-,distinctive features."

We have already mentioned the fact that for the descriptivist theorists the

only effective means of determining the inventory of phonemes of a language

(as distinguiahed from all other non-significant sound units) was through a

distributional analysis, a procedure based on a comparison and contrasting

of minimal pairs, and principles of complementary distribution and free variation.

In this type of phonological analysis, no explicit recognition at-all was given

to the features known to comprise the phonemes, yet implicit recognition was

given to them by the use of'phonetic charts summerizing the manners and points

of articulation of the various phonemes in the system. Table 1 charts a partial

phonemic inventory of the consonants of the Spanish language.

"Leonard Bloomfield, oo.cit., pp. 128-129.
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TA3LE 1

THE CONSONANT ALLOPHONES OF SPANISH
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*Taken from Jc::n 3. Daroor, Sanish Pronunciation: Theory and 1-ractice,

p. 279.
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3ut even tables like these were irrelevant according.to Bloomfield because they

ware purely physiological and unrelated to the mechanistic structure of the

language. -

Since linguistic analysis views the phoneme as n abstraction rather than

as a strictly observable entity, it sitems natural to seek a further description

of the phoneme in terms of defining attributes. Bloomfield did so, (albeit

reluctantly), in articulatory terms, but other linguists have sought to provide

a greater degree of systematization in the use of components and have therefore

atteapted to find an explicit place for them in the general theory of language.

Jakobson has proposed such a principle based on contrastive dimensions. In a

forthright attempt to repudiate Bloomfield's "phonemic" conception of language

structure, Jakobson, Fant and Halle explicitly statee

If the word bill were to appear in the sequence one dollar bill
or, as a single word said to a waiter af%Yr a meal, the listener
would be able to predict its appearance. In suCh a situation,
the sounds Which compose this word are redundant to a high degree,
since they 'could have been inferred a priori', If, however, the
word is deprived of any prompting context, either verbal or non-
verbal, it can be recognized by the listener only through its
sound-ahape. Consequently, in this situation the speech sounds
convey the maximum amount of information,14

The authors' justification for emlohasizing the component sound features of

language is based on the listener, who in the absense of help from the situation

or context, needs the distinctive features in order to recognize and distinguish

all morphemes, except homonyms. As the phonemes of a given language are considered

so form a system of seauences (morphemes, words, phrases, sentences, etc.), so the

system of phonemes is theoretically formed by their constitutents, the distinctive

1 4R0man jakobson, Ounnar Fant, and Morris Halle, Preliminaries to Speech
Analysis, p. 1.
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features. Further, the authors propose that the process of decomposing the

phonemes into their distinctive features allows the same tested devices as the

division of morphemes into phonemes--this being comparable to the analysis done

by Bloomfield himae1f. In any minimal distinction, "bill" and "pill" for

example, "the 'lner is obliged to choose either between two polar qualities

of the sa: such as grave vs, acute, compact vs. diffuse, or between

the presence -...asence of a certain quality, suCh as voiced vs. unvoiced,

nasalized vs. non-nazalized, sharpened vs. non-sharpened (p1ain)"11n order to

distinguish the morphs. Hence, the phonemes of a language might be described as

possessing certain properties, the occurrence and distribution of which is unique

only to them. These components have been termed "distinctive features" because

each feature describes one of a number of activities carried on in the vocal

tract upon articulation of the phoneie, or some discriminable auditory property

associated with it. According to the authors; "It is not important Whether the

.term (describing the stage of the speech event) reers primarily to the physical

(i.e., physiological) or perceptual level, as long as the feature is definable on

both 1evels.
16

It is proposed that these twelve inherent distinctive features,

along with the prosodic features (the qualities of pitch, loudness and duration

which are superimposed upon the "inherent" distinctive features, and together

comprise the phoneme) are sufficient for executing the phonological analysis of

-all-languages. And in addition to a description of the various acoustical-

and/or arti"&datory properties involved in the production of sounds, the distinctive

features also provide a cross-classification of the phonemes in a particular'

15
ibid,, P. 3.

16
p. V. 16
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language, where eadh sound segment is Identified, and therefore, contrasted

with e!exy other sound segment.

Jakobson, Fant and Halle propose that English phonemes can be characterized .

in terms of a set of twelve distinctive features. A list Of these features is

presented in Table 2. Jakobson has attempted to set up a universal inventory

of such binary features from which ht, sees all languages of the world selecting.

claim tuts slACO become the Aajor justification given for the superiority

of the distinctive feature approach-. His system has a further advantage in that

many of the saae features can be used to deseribe both the vocalic and tho conso-

nantal system of a language. The "classical" place-and-manner-of-articulation

approach to phonology as exemolified in Table i could distinguish the vowels

from the consonants, but could not compare them. Strict minimal pairs in Spanish

cannot be found to contrast consonants and vowels, and because they axe rarely

phonetically similar 17 are thus coasidered to occupy fundamentally different

places in the total structure of Spanish utterances. In the traditional system

of phonology, consonants axe described in terms of points and Manners of articula-.

tion; whereas vowels are described in terms-of the so-called "vowel triangle" --

an arrangement of sounds according to tongue heighth and lip rounding. .In the

distinctive feature system, on the other hand, these two classes are handled by

the same features, "diffuse" and "grave". The recognition of similarities among

seemingly-distinctsounds-is:taken up-later in this paper in-the discussion of

Generative Phonology.

1 -7:he ambiguity of the traditional approach becomes apparent in realizing
that /y/ shows a real phonetic similarity to /i/ (as does /w/ to /u/) and can be
in complementary distribution. The descriptivists alleviate the situation by
stating that there is a group of 117 or h7-like sounds which contrast with conso-
nants ("yerro" and "perro", for example) and thus constitute a member of the

17



1. Vocalic/
Non-vocalic

2. Consonantal/
Non-consonantal

3. ComPact/
Diffuse

4.. Grave/
Acute

5. Flat/
Plain

6. Nasal/
Oral

7, Tense/
Lax

8. Continuant/
Interrupted

9, Strident/
Mellow

-

TABLE 2*
A

o a e utai 1 01.54 k 3 gimlfip v b n sleIt z id,t11#

ant

Minx

WED,

MN, 00

+ + +i+

1110

SIB

4.0

*Taken from Jakobson, Fent and Halle, Preliminaries to Si,eech Analysis, p. 43.

ARTICULATORY CORRELATES OF THE DISTINCTIVE FEATURES**
(Partial List)

Vocalic-Nonvocalic: vocalic sounds are produced with a periodic excitation and
with an open oral cavity, i.e., one in which the most extreme degree of
narrowing is a "constriction"; nonvocalic sounds are produced with an oral
-cavity narrowed-at-least-to-tbe-degree of an obstruction or with
excitation that is not periodic.

Consonantal-Nonconsonantal: consonantal sounds are produced with "occlusion"
or contact in the central path6rough the oral cavity; nonconsonantal souhds
are produced with lesser degrees of narrowing in the central path of the oral
cavity.

Diffuse-Nondiffuse: diffuse sounds are produced with a narrowing which in dezree

**iaken mrom Morris Halle, "On the Bases of'Phono-ogy", pp. 325-326.
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TABLE 2 (continued)

equals or exceeds that of a "constriction" and is located in the front
past of the vocal tract; nondiffuse sounds are articulated with narrowings
which are either of a lesser degree or are located in the back part of the
vocal tract. The dividing line between "front" and "back" is further re-
tracted for vowels than for other sounds: for the vowels, "front"
includes almost the entire oral cavity, while for other sounds, the
dividing line between "front" and "back" runs between the alveolar and
palatal regions.

Comeact-Noncolqact: this feature is restricted to vowels. Compact vowels are
produced with a forward flanged oral cavity which Contains no'"constrictions"
or narrowings of higher degree; noncompact vowels are producea with an oral
cavity that is not forward flanged.

Grave-Nongrave: grave sounds axe articulated with a primary narrowing located at
the periphery of the oral cavity (i.e., at the lips or in the velar or
pharyngeal region); nongrave sounda are articulated with a primary narrowing
located in the central (i.e., dental-alveolar-palatal) region of the oral
cavity.

Flat-Nonflat: flat sounds are produced with a secondary narrowing at the periphery
.

of the oral cavity; nonflat sounds axe produced without such a narrowing.

Nasal-Nonnasal: nasal sounds axe produced by lowering the velum, thereby allowing
air to pass through the nasal pharynx and nose; nonasa/ sounds are produced
with a raised velum whieh effectively Shuts off the nasal lharynx and nose
frem the rest of the vocal tract,

Voiced-Voiceless: voiced sounds axe produced by vibrating the vocal cords; voice-
less sounds axe produced without vocal vibration.

Continuant-Interrueted: continuant aounds
which the passage from the glottis to
et.xcess of an "occlusion"; interrupted
in Which the passage from the glottis
by "contact".

are produced with a vocal tract in
the lips contains no narrowing in
sounds axe produced with a vocal tract
to the lips is effectively closed

this feature is restricted to consonantal sounds, Strident
sounds are produced by directing the air stream at right angles across a sharp

-edged-oh-at-acre-or parallel over a ronghsiirrace,--tiferebylucing Coniiderable
noisiness which is the major acoustical correlate of stridency. Nonstrident
sounds are produced with configurations in which one or several of the factors
mentioned are missing.

19
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The feature matrix in Table 2 places the phoneme symbols across the top

and the names of the features along the side. The value of each feature for each

i)articular segment is shown at the intersection of the appropriate row and column.

The presence of a feature is indicated by a plus sign,(+), the distinctive absence

of the given feature is indicated by a minus (-). Thus, in vlewing the phoneme

as a minimal significant contrastive un in the pbonol-Igical strtoture of

En-lish, it is comprised of the following features: (1) aon-vocalic, (2) conso-.

nantal, (3) diffuse, (4) grave, (5) nasal, (6) lax, and (7) interrupted. Since

in English iinterrupte47 implies a /non-vocalic] /Con8onant47 sound, feature (7)

is redundant. Similarly, (6) is redundant as implied by (5) and is therefore not

recorded on the chart. Redundant features are those non-distinctive features

which convey no new information in the analysis, and are therefore predictable.

In PrelimriesalAnalis the authors felt that the entixe list Of

features could be reduced if the I. sign was used to indicate the presence of both

of the features in one phoneme. Thus, in actuality the system as prnposed is

"ternary" rather than "binary". At the writing of this book, Jakobson vas not .

aware that the absence of a feature as noted in Table 2 might be efficiently

utilized to indtcate redundancy. (The blanks in Table 2 simply represent the

inapplicability of a particular feature to a given phoneme.) In showing only the

significant information carried by a phoneme, he indicated the predictable (redun-

dant) features by placing them in parentheses, Thus Ai was analyzed

fa7
1, Vocalic/ Non-vocalic F-(-)
2. Compact/ Diffuse (-)
3. Grave/ Acute
4, Nasal/Oral

L. -I--

consonantal system of English. And there is another group of 5/ or ii7-like
sounds which contrats with vowels (e.g., "fino" and "fono"), and which therefore,
constitutes a member of the vocalic system. Thus, in spite of the fact that they
are in complementary distribution, the phonetically similar sounds, /17 and ji7,
are considered by the descriptivists as separate phonemes with entirely distinct
distributional patterns within the system.

20
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Here, fe is shown to be distinctive from all the other phonemes in English since

the "nasality" feature affects uniquely the nasal consonants, and the "gravity"

feature distinguishes the phone under consideration from ii7, which is ti-gravg,

and from jy, where the feature is considered irrelevant.

in 053, S. Colin Cherry, Morris Halle, Roman Jakobson in their article,

-Coward the Logical Description of Languages in their Phonemic Aspect", did away

with the 4' sign, as well as the pasentheses indicating redundancy. In so doing,

a zero (0) was added to the system to indicate either plus (+) or minus (-) for

a partioUlar Phoneme. The English phoneme /0, for example, was represented by the

chain of fee,tuTest - vocalic
+ consonantal
- compact
0 diffuse
- grave
- nasal
- continuant
+ voiced
- sharp
- strident
0 stressed

Each of the zeroes can either be replaced by a plus or a minus without affecting

its uniqueness from aaong the other chains of features in the matrix. According

to the authors, the redundancy that is an obvious result of the replacement by

+ or - signs "should not be taken to imply wastefulness; it is a. property of

speech (and, in fact, of every system of communication) which serves a most useful

1;11:Tose. in particularp_it helps the hearer to,resolve uncestainties introduced

by distortion of the signal or by disturbing noises."18 And so, a 0 masked for

a feature in the revised system is capable of being replaced by either a plus

or a minus, but the inclusion of such a specified value is assumed to have no

phonemic sigmificance (i.e., it is not necessary for the Identification of the

sound segments under consideration). As we move from the era of structuralism,

8:!.. Colin Cherry, Morris Halle,.and Roman Jakobson, "Toward the Logical
:escription of Languages in their Phonemic Aspect", p. 326.
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whose various forms dominated linguistic research until the middle of the present

century, we will see yet another treatract of redundancy in thr distinctive

feature princi, as th influential Noam Cho,asky develops a transformational-

generative grammar and systematic phonemics.

IV. Systems of Sounds: A New Phonology

The analysis as described by Jakobson, et.al, permits us to distinguish

-all phonemes in a language systematically.in terms of distinctive features by

a process of comparing minimal distinctions (i.e., how "pat" differs from "bat",

"cat", "hat", etc.). This method of identification concentrates on differences

between phonemes and not on properties common to all utterances of a given phoneme.

Thus, the procedure for phonemic analysis done in terms of distinctive features

has a different focus than the distributional analysis of phonemes and their

allophones advocated by the descriptivists. In explaining certain phonological

phenomena utilizing the descriptivist approach (which makes use of meaningful

differences among minimal pairs and principles of phonetic similarity, complemen-

tary distribution and the symmetrical patterning of sounds). as contrasted with

the distinctive feature approach (which defines a phoneme in terms of a set of

segments with identical features), it becomes evident that the "micro-analysis"

of the phoneme has certain advantages over the descriptivist's "macro-view" in

making certain claims about lamguage in general.

From the work of Zellig Harris it can be seen quite clearly that as the field

of linguistics developed in the United States in the 1950's,- goals for linguistic

theory were beginning to change to a more mentalistic conception. Harris' goal,

though, was still the perfection of a set of "procedures" by which the linguist

could disc?ver the structure of a language, Many other Neo-Bloomfieldians

2 2
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tnis oa: far less e Lciy than Harris, though their orientation

was still procedurs1 in nature. As a student of Harris, Noam Chomsky was strongly

exposed to this orientation. His reaction was to maintain that language is not

of such a nature that its structure may be discovered by the mechanical processing

of data alone. He further insisted that the goal of linguistic theory should not

be the perfection of a "discovery procedure", but considered the alternative goal

of an "evaluation procedure", which given data and two different grammars of one

language, would be able to make the relative judgment of which grammar is better.

His divorcement of linguistic theory from discovery procedures is what marks the

breaking point between structuralism and transformational grammars. Since linguis-

tic form is abstract and unobservable, it seems reasonable to assume that its

structure cannot be discovered by the classification and segmentation of data

alone.

Contemporary aims of theoretical linguists revolve around formulating

universals of language (to be discussed in detail later in this paper). From

this postulate, it follows that the Structure of a grammar for a partictilar

language should make certain claims about the nature of human language. This

goal was not realized by the earlier structuralist theorists who rejected the

"mentalistic" conception of language and concentrated solely on data that was

directly observable so as to.be scientifically verified. (These linguistic

theories developed from theories of behaviorism and behavioral psychology Wide-
_

spread in the 1920's.) Chonsky, on the other hand, intended his grammar to be

a partial theory of the human mind. In his phonological theory, he provides

empirical evidence as justification, for the distinctive feature principle. It's

Incorporation and adaptation into generative phonology is not a random choice;

rather, it is "descriptively adequate" in that it involves a claim about the

nature of human language and the "competence" or linguistic intuition of the nati,.-

speaker. 23
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e discussed earlier in this paper the fact that Bloomfield consfilered

phonetic transcriptions a worthless study because they were so subject to the

phonetician's skill in distinguishing and recording all the discriminable speech

sounds in a language. Other theorists also cited their lack of interest in

phonetics. Chomsky agrees that certain problems do arise in this type of

analysis, but that these can be avoided if the phonetic transcription is simply

thought to represent what the "ideal speaker-hearer" of a language interprets

as the phonetic properties of an utterance, given his knowledge of the surface

structure anci the phonological rules which relate the surface structure to its

physical actualization. Thus, in "systematic phonemics"19, linguists axe not

concerned with recording facts observed in actual utterances (i.e., the acoustic

and physiological aspects of speech), but rather, they view the structure of language

as a representation of the competence of its speakers. The focus is thus on the

speaker's "interpretation" rather than on directly observable properties of the

signal. That there axe discrepancies, then, with a one-to-one correspondence

between a physical signal and its phonetic transcription is logical if one assumes

that "his (the speaker-imarer's) interpretation may involve elements Which have no

direct physiaal correlates, since what is perceived depends not only on the

physical constitution of the signal but also on the hearer's.knowledge of the

language as well as on a host of extra-grammatical factors."20

19
A term coined by Soam Chomsky which suggestS the integrated relationships

between the morphological, syntactic and phonological levels of the grammar in
determining the sound structure of an utterance. The "systematic phonemic" repre-
sentation is converted by an ordered series of transformations to a "systematic
phonetic" representation, which utilizes a universal phonetic alphabet developed
from Roman jakobson's original set of distinctive features.

20
..oam Chomsky and Morris Ihe Sound Pattern of ii.nglish, D. 294.
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In light of Chomsky's work, phonetics has been elevated to a plane of

genuine importance la Generative Phonology, A phonetic transcription in terms

of Choasky's theory is represented by a sequence of discrete units, each of which

is a bundle of (phonetic) distinctive features (either physically-defined features,

such as "voicing", tongue height, degree of lip-rounding, etc., or phonetic

junctures). Any phonetic representation, for example, (Note (g in Table 3)

aan be regarded as a phonetic aatrix, the rows of which correspond to the physical

properties (i.e., the phonetic features) of the utterance, and the columns

representing successive segaents of the utterance. At this level of representation,

"the entry occupying a particular square of the matrix will be an integer specifying

the degxee to which the segment in question is characterized by the corresponding

property. "21 Matrices composed of such entries are the "output".of the phonological.

component, The "input" to this component is a string of morphs (formatives) which

are subdivided into their Immediate Constituent Structures (i.e "labeled bracket-

Inas") whiah represents the surface structure of the sentence or utterance.

In order to understand the processes involved in the generative analysis of

soundsoye must ascertain what information is contained in the surface structure

and how the rules of the phonological component use this information to specify

the phonetic matrix just cited. Consider again the lexical item nn/ shown in

Table 3, The phonological aatrix corresponding to "in" will contain two segments

in which the columns stand. for the_phonemic segments-and.the rows for the categories,

Zach square will represent a pair of opposed categories in terms of + or - values.

"The rules of the phonological component will convert the phonological specifica-

tion in terms of + or - values into the more detailed phonetic specification given

in terms of integers, in which the value of each segment with respect to the

21
ibid,, p. 165.
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TABLE 3

Phonological Matrix

CV IV
consonantal - +
vocalic 0 0
nasal 0 +
tense 0
stress 0 0
voice 0 0
continuant 0 0

1-21 Phonetic Matrix

ti7

2 +

1 -
+ +

consonantal
vocalic
nasal
tense

,stress
voice
continuant

The value [4.7 indicates that the segment under consideration possesses.that
category; i=7 iadieates that the feature is not possessed by the segment;
0 indicates redundant information.

Note that only the Phonological Matrix excludes specification of values for
redundant information. The Phonetic Matrix is fully-specified.

Taken from Chomsky and Halle, The Sound Pattern of English, po. 165-166,

2 6
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phonetic features...is indicated to whatever degree of accuracy is required by

the presupposed theory of universal phonetics, and with whatever range of varia-

tion is allvwed by the language. "22 Redundant segments are retained in the

phonetic matrix, but axe not necessary in the phonological matrix. The segments

in the phonological matrix are called "ascii-segments" because they are not fully-

specified. The function of the phonological rules is to extend the "incomplete"

phonological matrices to "complete" phonetic matrices. (That is, they will

determine the phonetic shape of "in" given the morphemic content and syntactic

structure of this lexical item as specified by the syntactic component.) The

impoxtant difference between these two matrices ik! that the latter is fully-

specified, while the former is not. "We aee, then, that the distinctive features

of the universal phonetic system have a classificatory function (which is to

specify the set of categories to whiCh it belongs) in the underlying phonological

mltrix constitutiag part of the surface structure, and a phonetic function in the

matrix constituting the phonetic representation of the sequence in question. Only

in the former function are the distinctive Itiatures uniformly binary23; only in the

latter do they receive a direct physical interpretation."
24

22Noam Chomaky, Language and Mind, pp. 128-129.

23in Generative Phonology, the phonological features are classificatory and
hence, binary, as are all other features in the lexicon. Chomsky states that this
is the logical way of stating whether a particular feature belongs to a particular
seg2ent. The phonetic features are not binary, but are scales indicated by
integers which represent.the different degrees of intensity which the feature in
question manifests the utterance. Chomsky notes (lhe Sound Pattern of English,
p. 297) that "failure to differentiate sharply between abstract phonological features
and concrete phonetic soaies has been one of the main reasons for the protracted
and essentially fruitless.debate concerning the binary character of the Jakobsonian
distinctive features."

24
Chomsky, op,cit., p. 129.
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It is a basic tenet of Generative Phonology that distinctive features be an

Inte8icL3. part of the universal apparatus of linguistic description if phonological

processes are to be adequately described. The example of "fronting" noted by

J. P. B. Allen and Paul Van Buren in their book, Chomsky: Selected ReadinKs clearly

illustrates the primary justification for the distinctive feature theory.

In a structuralist description of the two morphs /kip/ ("keep") and /kat/

("cat"), the two distinct g57 sounds are allophones of the same phoneae N. That

the in "keep" is fronted is Shown by the following rule:

(1) AJL-42W-----
ei

But the rule describes the fronting phenomenon with no explanations as to why the

phoneme /k/ is realized as its "fronted" variant in these environments, but not

in others. Although seemingly a random phenoaenon, native linguistic intuition

tells us that there is a comaon property (namely "frontness") to all of the vOwels

listed in bradkets in Rule (1) whidh would cause the fronting nf /k/. "The fact

that Rule (1) fails to state explicitly what it is that all the vowels have in

common in order to cause the fronting of /k/ is evidently a weakness of rules of

this type...."25 Thus, such a rule as (2):

(2) /14 r+fronty r+vowell
front

precisely explains that it is the presence of a front vowel which causes the phonetic

fronting of /k/ in this environment. The justification for the use of phonetic

(distinctive) features is thus inherent in such a rule as (2). "If we assume that

2 5j. P. B. Allen and Paul Van .Buren, Chomsky: Selected Readinzs, D. 74

2 8
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phonological processes are non-random, and that we can state them in the form of

rules which utilize phonetic properties such as L+front7, gvowei7vit follows

that an explanatorily adequate theory must be constructed on the basis of a set

of all those phonetic parameters, or "distinctive features", which axe relevant

to the formulation of the phonological rules. Accordingly, Chomsky uses a 'universal

phonetic alphabet' of distinctive features to represent those phonetic parameters

which are relevant to his theory, and Chomsky's phonology is therefore dependent

on phonetics in this strong sense."26 The distinctive feature theory has thus been

incorporated La a specific way into Generative Phonology, allowing the necessary

"abstractness" for the rules and organizations of abstract phonological processes.

If phonemes work within a system, then in the course of a distinctive feature

analysis, it will turn out that specific features are not necessary for the unique

identification of a given phoneme. That is, a phonemic representation. need not

specify all of the features, but only those which serve to distinguish one morpheme

from another. This is possible because phonemes axe influenced by their phonetic

environments. Consider the words "sea" and "ski". In the traditional articula-

tory approach, these would be represented as /si/ and /ski/ phonemically. Since

the symbol, /s/, appears in both phonemic representations, it implies that the

/s/ is phonemically the same in "sea" and in "ski". But it is clear that the

/s/ is different in these two words at the phonemic level, even though the same

"phonetic" sound does occur. A phonetic transcription, though would still not

distinguish between the_initial two phones of /si/ and /ski/.27 In Table 4

26
, p. 74.

27:
he terms "phonetic" and "phonemic" take on different meanings in the

enerative Phonology as developed by Chomsky. For the present example, the terms

2 9
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TABLE 4

PHONETIC FEATURES SOUND SEGMENTS

g k .47

Vocalic
Consonantal
Voice -
Strident
COronal
High

.M11,

it is noted that for the lexical item, "sea", the initial segment must be specified

by six features in order to distinguish it from ail.other similar possible words

in English. For "ski" however, the first sound segment need only be represented

by one feature, &vocalig. This is due to the fact that in Ehglish, whenever

a word begins with a sequence of two consonants and the second is. Z=continuang,

(A7), the first can only be Ai. Since the difference between the 14,7 in "seat

and the A7 in "ski" is associated with different contexts, it is a non-distinctive,

,predictable or "redundant" feature since the true distinction is actually carried

by the subsequent phones. In spite of their differing feature matrices, as long

az these two re sounds do not occur in the same contexts, they cannot represent

two different phonemes. The redundant features are thus conditioned by the adja-.

cent bundles of distinctive features constituting the phonemes in the sequence.

will refer to traditional taxonomic (descriptive) phonemics where a phonetic tran-
scription represents all discriminable speech sounds, but the phonemic will signify
only the significant ones), Chomsky rejected the "phonemic" level, usually

classed as intermediate between the phonetic and the.morphophonemic levels, because
the term "phoneme" is incompatible with the assumption that a phonemic representa-
tion is one from which all predictable information.has been eliminated. His justifi-
cation is that in a descriptively adeauate grammar, the rules of the phonological
component are ordered, and their gradual application will lead to many distinct
representations between the level of systematic phonemics (often called "morpho-
phonemics) and systematic phonetics. Hence, there is no definable level which can
be classified as "phonemic" in the autonomous sense of the word,

30
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3y oaitting the features fully predictable from the phonemic environment, the

amount of redunaancy (which is not necessary for the reliability of speech

coaaunication at this level of phonemic representation) in an analytic tran-

scription can be reduced. These omitted redundant features axe subsequently

recalled through the operations of the phonological rules, which axe purportedly

a part of the grammar of English. That is, the speator of English knows a rule

predicting all of the phonetic features of /s/, except L=vocalig, when /i7

appears at the beginning of a word before a f-continuang sound segment. In other

words, he knows that the only E-vocali27 sound which can appear in such an environ-

ment is A7.

In the grammar of the language, then, it seems plausible to employ some

method of marking redundancy (either by parentheses as in Preliminaries to Speech

AnalvsAs, by utilizing "0" to indicate either+ or -, or by leaving the cells blank)

in order to eliminate those features which are predictable solely from other

features specified in the same segment (i.e., a redundant feature) and those

features predictable In terms of other segments in the environment (i.e., a

contaxtually-determined feature). In this representation, then, the number of

distlactive features needed to classify the segment as distinct from all others

would be very small. The generality and economy afforded by the distinctive

feature analysis in systematic phonemics are overlooked in tradtional articulatorr

phonemics. Yet, a complete grammar of a language must logically possess rUles

capable of differentiating the A7 in "ski" from the A7 in "sea". The traditional

abbreviatory symbols obscure this difference and taxonomic phonemics is incapable

of explicitly predicting the occurrence Of i-s7 before a L:continuant7 segment in

Inalish.

31
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V. Distinctive Features Gaining Ground

A further, and more important, inadequacy of the taxonomic phonemic approach

to the theory of "sounds" is its failure to describe the classes of sound segments

that play important roles in the sound systems of human languages. As we know,

Chomsky has proposed that the set of phonetic features utilized within a grammar

must be universal.. That is, it must include all the independent activities that

the human vocal tract can carry out in the production of sound segments. However,

he points out that the speakers of a language know certain generalizations about

the sound segments in their particular language. These segments are organized

into various groups called "natural classes" of sounds because each member of a

particular class will share one or more phonetic features with every other member

of the class. Thus, in English z, g, d, 6, 17 constitute a natural class of

sounds which are all 1;strident, +coronag. In traditional articulatory phonetics,

there is no simple, general way of describing this clas such that each segment

shares a set of features shared by no segment that is not a member of the class.

In order to describe it, one has to resort to descriptions such as "the alveolar

fricatives", "the palatal fricatives" and "the affricates" of English. But the

articulatory phonetic features "alveolar" and "palatal" fail to show explicitly

that these two positions of articulation are similar, and that sounds articulated

at either point may operate as a single class in the sound system of a language.

la systematic phonetics, on the other hand, the term L-C-oronai7 does nake this

'fact explicit. Using the features of systematic phonetics, the natural class of

sound segments Zi, z, g, I, 6, 17 can be identified as all, and only, those sound

segments of English which are &strident, i-coronag.

If the properties in terms of which segments are characterized in trans-

formational-generative grammars are the "phonetic features", the choice and

3 2
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justification of the proper set of these features for phonological analysis should

be of primary concern to aodern theoretical linguists. Their choice and justifi-

cation is empirical in nature and should allow us to capture certain significant

linguistic generalizations. The natural class of sounds referred to above is

such a generalization. Every English speaker possesses an internal liaguistic

rule which allows him to correctly produce the plural forms of the morphs and

words in his lexicon. The occurrence of-the three plural morphemes "ii71.WiV"

and -Iv.. is not a random phenomenon. There are two phonological rules in the

transformational grammar of EngliSh which apply to the phonemic representation

of the "plural" morpheme represented as [-voice, +strident, +coronal, 411417 when

this segment appears in certain phonetic environments, yielding eitheri5z7 or ji7.

It happens that "plural" is always phonetically be when preceded by one of the

segments in the natural class of sounds li, a, g, g, 6, 17. As previously

stated, this class of sounds can be identified by the phonetic features [+strident,

+corona]. The phonological rule which predicts the occurrence of /5.7 in the

representation of the "plural" morpheme is illustrated below.

[

-voice
+strident
+coronal
-high

(1) 0
1[i-

al
strident]

+coron

A second phonolgical rule changes the value of fioice in the "plural"

northeme from s to 2±7 when the sound segment immediately before it islivoici7.

Thus:

(2) ilvoice7-----> Et-voice/ fivoice7 +strident
+coronal
-high

-In this rule, the featurez5roic27 in the "plural" morpheme assimilates to the

fea:ure [-voic27 as influenced by the preceding segment. aherefore, Li7

:.r.f:uens.e. by voiced J.

,hese pnonological rules capture the linguistic generalization that inserts

2 3
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457 after the natural class of sounds Li, z, g, d, 6; 17, As Shown here, the

phonetic features allow us to refer to the specific properties of Astrident,

+coron47 in this group of sound segments, rather than listing separate segments

which axe linnalyzable into features, as if they had no common defining properties.

Consequently, the phonological rules (1) and (2) provide empirical evidence for

analyzing segments into their phonetic features (i.e., their distinctive features),

and also for the decision to include "stridency" and "coronality" as among the

universal set of features.

In Generative Phonological theory, the phonemes of a language axe identified

in terms of their phonetic features, while their properties of occurrence can be

specified by a series of rules. Noam Chomsky, in collaboration with Morris Halle,

(in wotking out their detailed phonological theory as expounded in The Sound_Pattern

of English, 1968), adapted the set of phonetic features from those distinctive

and redundant features proposed by Jakobson, Fant and Halle in 1952. Besides

the "naturalness condition" and the explanatory adequacy afforded to Generative

theory by the use of the distinctive features, another major reason for the

incorporation of these features was the recognition that there are similarities among

consonants and vowes in terms of their positions of articulation. These similari-

ties were ignored in the traditional approach, which utilized different articula-

tory features in characterizing the strictures in vowels and consonants. The

"high", "mid", "low" and "front", "central", "back" positions characteristically

used to describe the vowels were considered irrelevant dimensions for describing

the consonants. As stated by Chomsky and Halle:

...The disadvantage of this method is that it fails to bring
out the obvious parallels between vocalic and consonantal
strictures. :hus, the difference between palatal and velar

34
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consonants clearly parallels that between front and back
vowels, for in both eases there are the same differences
in the position of the body of the tongue.28

Jakobson is praised for having captured this parallel in using the same three

features, "gravity", "compactness" and "diffuseness", to describe both.vowels

and consonaats. Chomsky and Halle have slightly revised this framework and in

so doing have thanged the ora -Anal terminology. The shortcomings of the

Jakobsonian framework were pruportedly overcome by the modified system which

follows:
29

(I) Features specifying the position of the body of the tongue
are now the same for vowelo and consonants.

(2) In the Characterization of vowel articulations, the features
"high," "low," "badk" correspond to the earlier "diffuse,"
"compact," and "grave," respectively. In consonant, the
same-three revised features correspond to palatalization,
velarization and pharyngealization in the manner discussed
above,

(3) The feature "anterior" mirrors precisely the feature "diffuse"
in consonants.

(4) The feature "coronal" corresponds most closely to the feature
"grave" in consonants but with opposite value. Except for
the palatals (L47, etc.), consonants that were classified
as nongrave in the earlier framework are coronal in the
revised framework, whereas these that were classified as
grave are noncoronal. The palatals, which in the earlier
framework were nongrave, are noncororal.

Thus, in the new feature system, "coronal" segments correspond to sounds

where the tongue blade is raised above its prespeech position. The segments

previously termed "dental," "alveolar," and "palatal" in the articulatory

description of English are L+coronab7 in systematic phonetics. The vowel

sez-,ents of English all share the feature L:coronall because the blade of the

28
Noam Chonsky and Morris Halle, op,cit., p. 303.

29Ibid., n. 306.
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tongue is never raised above prespeech position, (For Lis7 and Lib the blade

is lowered, not raised.)

"Anterior" sounds are Characterized by an obstruction before the palato-

alveolar region in the mouth. Therefore, all vowels in English are [-anterior],

as they lack constrictions. "Labials," "dentals" and "alveolars" would be

classified as tTanterioi7.

The feature LCoronal7 corresponds to the movement of the blade of the tongue:

three other features, fiog and ffoack7 refer to movements of the body of

the tongue. The characterization of the vowels in terms of these features resembles

the traditional articUlatory description. As for the consonants, though, the

palatals, velars, uvula's, and pharyngeals also involve movement of the body of

the tongue. Note that for a segment to be 6--high, -low, and -bacg it is only

necessary that the body of the tongue not move; the blade of the tongue may be

raised without affecting the body--as in the production of segments such as

d, n, s, e.

The revisions noted here were made for several reasons, Firstly, the term

"diffuse", as utilized by Jakobson, Fant and Halle covered too broad a range. It

was used to characterize not only the distinction between open and, close vowels,

(i.e., "high" and "non-high" in Chomsky and Halle's terminology), but also between

the velars and palatals (which were &diffuse]) and the labials, dentals and

alveolars (kTdiffuse]). Because the term handled so many distinctions, it was

quite complex and Chomsky and Halle introduced the features /interior] and gligh]

to subdivide and clarify the usage of the older term giffuse7.

Another important reason for the revised versions of Jakobson's "diffuseness",

"ccmpactriess" and "gravity", resides in the fact that the former terainology

failed to capture generalizations in analyzin phonetic occurrenceS in other languages.
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Znomsky and Halle in modifying their theory have attempted to provide a universal

set of phonetic features, that is, to "list the individual features that together

remresent the phonetic capabilities of man....regardless of whether they play a

role in the phonetics of Eng1ish."
30

James Harris in his book entitled, Spanish PhonologY, provides us with a

detailed examination of the Spanish Iznguage in light of the phonological component

of a transformational-generative grammar. His observations are enlightening in

that they lead to some interesting theoretical issues, one of which concerns the

appropriateness of the set of distinctive features proposed by Chomsky and Halle

ia their Sound Pattern of Enzlish.

If we follow the logic of Harris evidenced in the examples below, we can

see that the data as presented provides strong support for Chomsky and Halle's

revisions of Jakobson's initial distinctive feature principle.

In a common structural analysis of Spanish, the distribution of nasal

consonants may be represented by rules (3), (4) and (5).31

(3) N ) CV /-7/f/
rr17// word-final
ER 7 j

A7 elsewhere

Lai-1997 /A-bum/

ga5-ma7 rid-ma/

39:bi4 , pp. 293 and 299.

3 -l_aken from John :;albor, Spanish Pronunciation: Theory and Practice,
pz. 116-117.
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(4) /n/ 803-1

0)/
ai /

rim-to/ /un-a=to/
gim-be=lie /un-b4=be/

/em-fei-mo/

Lkom-mi=m7 /kon-rd-go/

An-trii/
54-d4r lan-art

izil 1 ---M
5a=hk-siorg An-yek-sidia/

41 I -il/k)
2:./)

ft/a-147 jen-kad.:ma/

mol-x ion-xal47 /
"le- /INT-g4

bil-wcabol /un-we=bo/

/17) i word-final fil-p47 /el-piii/

fig elseWhere gt=n97 AC-no/

(5) /a/----) [IV LR-q97 a.46/

It is evident from these rules that preconsonantal nasals in Spanish

assimilate to the point of articulation of the following consonant. In limiting

ourselves here to this characteristic of nasals occurring before consonants,

rules (3), (4) and (5) can be collapsed in terms of distinctive featares to

rule (6).32

33

( 6 ) gnasag-7
oce. iffus

, [grave /
----- +grave

o(diffuse

32
James W. Rarris, Spanish Phonoloxv, p. 10.

33
In contrast to a descriptivist analysis, Harris makes the claim th4t the

nasal that occurs before palatal LW and L-Y.,/ is not palatal /47. Rather, he feels
it is auditorily and articulatorily closer to alveolar Zig in these positions and,
thus, utilizes the symboltri7 to signify this. Therefore, in Rule (6), &gravel
is specified rather than 1Ø'grave7 in order to prevent the assimilation of

/47 before a palatal consonant.
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If we now consider the following set of words, it is evident that a rule

cons, Ix

to consume

CO ns idn

consumption

COOSI1 nt

consumed

must be formulated Which will account for the final Al7 of the stem "consum-"

assimilating to alveolar in/ before ii7 and dental iv before Zi7, since Rule (6)

does not specify the obstruents ii,d,27 (i.e., gobstruent, -grave, +diffus27)

Rule (7) does show this phonetic phenomenon occurring as a result of the affixation.

(7) m n
r-obstruent]grave
+diffuse

In order to generalize the applicability of this rule to all of the nasal

consonants, the following revision must be considered:

(8) :) L:next rule /E-nasalJ. -grave

[04-gravediffusej 7-'obstruentAdiffuse
'grave

a.

b.

(a) here excludes the assimilation of /n/---> Ay before palatals and (b) handles

all other nasal assimilations. "There axe, however, at least two difficulties

with rule (8). First, use of the device b:next ru127 is rather suspect on

theoretical grounds. Second, and perhaps more important, (8) does not rule out

11.47. and Lo7 , which not only do not occur but are in fact impermissible

sequences rather than fortuitous gaps."34 Another rule could be formulated to

alleviate these problems, but Harris states that it would include a set of

extremely complex "1f-then" conditions. Thus, the kinds of problems that arise

with Rule (6) become evident when exceptions to the rule must be dealt with.

If we compare the feature specifications in terms of ugig traditional

3-.ames W. Harris, ov.cit., p. 11.
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distinctivn feature framework with the revised framework as proposed by

Chomsky and Halle in The Sound Pattern of Znglish (note Table 5), it is quite

obvl-lus that the two Jakobsonian features, nitnfixs4e1 and "grave", do not serve

to distinguish all of the phonetic variants from one another. They siaply

designate four points of articulation of consonants (i.e., labial, demi:al,

palatal and velar), but do not make the phonetic distinctions that the data here

demands. By using Chomsky and Halle's revised set of features, though, (whidn,

include the terms "coronal", "anterior", "back", and "distributed"), "we are not

only able to distinguish bilabial Lig from labiodental le and dental Li7 froa

alveolar rn7, but we may also distinguith an alveolopalatal Nfrom both

alveolar fril and palatal N. Moreover, has the same point-of-articulation

features as g/,...thus leaving no doubt that this nasal should be assigned

the features listed for 147 in Table 5 35

In using the new features, Rule (9) may be formulated:

gnasall-->
rgnor
rant .4nor

+obstr
(9)

sdistr
Yback Aant

yback
Sdistr

-4

This rule describes all of the phonetic distinctions in the process of nasal

assimilation without the theoretically suspect device of &next rulg or the

complex "if-then" conditions. And one of the most revealing factors, deriving

from its organizational economy in handling the complete data of Spanish nasal

assimilation, stems from the realization that Chomsky and Halle when making

their theoretical revisic:ls in the set of distinctive features, did not consider

data from the Spanish language. The example as noted by Harris thus provides

35 p. 12.
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TABLE 5

(1) The Obstruents of Spanish which occur after the Nasals listed in (2).

p,b f tod s a k,g,x

vocalic -

consonantal
=lb SIM

a. diffuse -
grave

b. coronal - - + + + -
anterior + + + + - -
back + - - - - +
distributed + - - + + +

(2) The Phonetically-distinguished Nasals of Spanidh

vocalic -
consonantal

a, diffuse
-

grave

b. coronal - - + + + - -
anterior + + + + - - -back- - - - +
distributed + - - + + + +

empirical justification for the revised theory;

Any proposed theoretical linguistic innovation begins with a hypothesis

which has only to be proved through hard-fast empirical evidence. Chomsky and

Halle have included in their Generative Phonological theory a revised set of

distinctive features lihich, unlike the original Jakobsonian features, are purported

Taken from James W. Harris, Spanish Phonology, p. 12.
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to be universal to all human languages. Their prediction has been borne out

in Harris' description of the generative process of nasal assimilation in Spanish,

but it has yet to be applied to a large number of other distinct languages. Until

further inveStigations have assured us that the revised theory has actually

captured linguistically significant generalizations, the sceptic might consider

the proposed revisions as simple ad-hoc adjustments. Even so, the examples

cited in this paper have illustrated the manner in which the distinctive feature

theory has been incorporated into the phonological component of Chomsky and Halle's

systematic phonewir,s, and the justification proposed for it. We have seen that

the transformationalist is interested in features that occur systematically in

language,: not in aspects of sounds that occur randomly, are never noticed by the

language users, or are unnecessary in producing or recognizing an utterance. The

symbols of the phonetic alphabet as used by the descriptivists for describing

phonological phenomena are currently considered simple abbreviations for full

descriptions of the imdependently, controlable features of sounds in a language,'

The transformationalists have isolated what they see as the proper set of acoustic

and/or articulatory features of which these sounds are composed which will

maximize the number of phonological rUles that operate in te:ms of-natural classes.

However, the features as proposed have been the subject of much current linguistic

debate. The optimal set of distinctive features has, thus, yet to be established

as it is so derendent on data from a wide range of languages currently under

investigation.
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VI. The Distinctive Feature Principle and Universals of Language

According to Chomsky, "the most interesting aspects of contemporary work in

grammar are attempts to formulate principles of organization of language which,

it is oroposed, are universal reflections of properties of mind; and the attempt

to show that on this assumption, certain facts about particular languages can

be explained, Viewed in this way, linguistics is simply a part of human psychology:

the field that seeks to determine the nature of human mental capacities and to

study how these capacities are put to work,"36 Because Chomsky has returned to

a mentalistic conception of language, he has attempted to establish a Universal

Grammar composed of a Universal Phonetics, a Universal Semantics and a Universal

Syntax which purport to explain the nature of all human languages. In concerning

himself with universals of language, he has come to the realization that there

exists great diversity among the sounds used in different human languages, but

has also astutely noted that there are certain general patterns common to all

languages. For example, all sounds must result from a limited number of vocal

tract activities. These articulatory properties, as well as acoustic and perceptual

properties,can be isolated from speech and:probably exceed no more than 35 in

number (althouah at the writing of The Sound Pattern of Bnalish--1968--the number

was 28). In claiming that the set of such phonetic properties is universal, it

follows that every language must make use of some of the components in this set

and no others, although not all languages use all of the components. Thus,

;homsky, in developing a theory of Universal Phonetics, has incorporated the

principle of distinctive features as the convenient method of accounting for the

36.
ooam -,nomsky, Language_ and Mind, p. 103.
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universal set of "primitive sound elements" from which all languages in the world

must draw. In addition to this syster. of phonetic properties, a universal phonetic

theory would also establish certain laws or phonological rules governing permitted

sequences and uses of these features for a particular language. "For examplele,

Jakobson has observed that no language uses both the feature "labialization" and

the feature "velarization" for distinguishing nonxepetitions (i.e., separate

phonemes) and he has suggested a more general formulation in terms of which these

two features can be regarded as variants of a single, more abstract feature.

Generalizations of thts sort--particularly when they can be supported by rational

argument --can be proposed as laws of univerral phonetics, .37

Erik C. Fudge in a recent article (1972) entitled, "On the Notion 'Universal

Phonetic Framework!", presents an interesting argument concerning the meaningfUl-

ness of a theory of universal phonetics, such as that alluded to by Jakobson,

Fant and Halle (1952), and Postal (1968),and the one formally proposed by Chomsky

(in Language and Mind, 1968). Fudge suggests that three separate universal

frameworks be made explicit; one for articulatory phonetics, another for acoustic

phonetics, and a final for perceptual phonetics; in order to account for JakobsOn,

Fant and Halle's statement: "It is not important whether the term (i,e., the

distinctive feature). xfers primarily to the physical (i.e., physiological) or

perceptual level, as long as the feature is defined en both levels."38 According

to Fudge, in order to define the features on these different levels, it must be

explained how they work on each level. Only in this way then, can the following

assertion also be made explicit; "...The same acoustical phenomenon may be

371bid , D. 123.

30man Jakobson, Gunnar M. Fant, and Morris Halle, ob.cit., p. v.
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obtained by altogether different (articulatory) means. Similarly, any given

attribute of the auditory sensation may be the result of different physical

variables."390bviously, such a statement would have major significance in

determining and categorizing the attributes of the meaningful sound unitslof

which a language is composed. In the generative phonologies proposed by Chomsky

and Halle, and Postal, phonetic properties have been implicitly equated with

"articulatory" properties. But they have not concerned themselves with the fact

that some articulatory properties of an utterance are at times ignored in perception;

and yet, qften several features, for example, "rounding", "retroflexion" and

"pharyngealiza.t" are grouped within a single feature "flat". Thus, any justi-

fication given for selecting an optimal universal set of distinctive features

must be capable of distinguishing which one, or what combination of these three

phonetic properties are actually involved and on what level. Certain properties

nay Be required on the articulatory level that are not pertinent to perception, and

vice versa. Fudge concludes that work must be initiated for establishing distinct

universal frameworks. He feels that the work begun by Jakobson in the perceptual

field might be adequate in formulating a Universal Perceptual Phonetics; whereas

the kind of information available from spectrograms may serve toward understanding

the acoustic phenoaenon of sounds; and further, proposes Chomsky and Halle's

revised set of features as adequate in describing the articulatory basis of speech

sounds.

The revised universal framework suggested by Fudge seems fundamental to an

understanding, not only of how a language utilizes sound matter, but how the

properties of the human mind, which organize and perceive these sounds, allow for

39
: b 1d., pp. 12-13.
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the remarkably complex process of huaan communication. In light of Fudge's

innovative assumption, the following section of this paper will deal with the

phoneme as it relates to the different levels of reality.

VII. The Reality of the Phoneme

All of our discussion of the phoneme and distinctive features in this paper

have been based on the assumption that the stream of speech is somehow divided

into segments, For many years it was thought that perceived segments (i.e.,

phonemes) correspond one-to-one to the physical flow of speech. It was in this

way, that the continuously variable flow of speech information was thought to be

reduced by the hearer into a set of discrete finite categories. These units

were viewed by the linguist mainl,; in articulatory terms and classified as "phonemes".

3ut it may seem paradoxical to the layman to realize that speech is not a linear

sequence of discrete sounds at all. It was not until very recently (after World

War II with the invention of the spectrograph) that it became widely known that

upon examination of an actual physical representation of an .1..irance (provided

graphically by the spectrogram), there axe no obvious segmentations that could be

said to correlate one-to-one with the phonemes that a linguist might say compose

the utterance. In spite of this formidable obstacle, some definite progress has

recently been made in the area of kcoustic (Experimental) Phonetics in isolating

the relationships between the articulation of sounds and their acoustic counter-

parts. For example, it is known that the vocal organs produce so,Ind waves with

varyin,7 intensities, different durations and distinct spectral components. 3ut

it is a relatively recent speculation that all of the components available to.the

acoustic phonetician on a speech spectrosram are not all essential to recognition.
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The sound spectrograph is a machine which analyzes a complex wave form in

order to discover its relative amplitudes and component frequencies. It .

provides a visible record of the formant structure (i.e., the characteristic

concentmtions of energy) of speech sounds over time. As such, its formant

patterns were initially thought to correspond to distinct articulatory points

of production. And it was found that sow-ls characterized by linguists as

voiceless stops (in English) are represented graphically by a "gap" (i.e., a

blank space) in the overall pattern of the spectrogram, but that upon its release,

there is aspiration which occurs in the pattern as "spike fill" (i.e., narrow

bands of heavy horizontal lines). Voiced stops, on the other hand, are shown by

a "voicing bar" (i.e., a heavy solid horizontal bar) followed again by the "spike

fill." And so on, for the voiced and voiceless fricatives, the vowels, and semi-

vowels (ti, r, j, m, n, 7) and combination sounds (the affricates and diphthongs),

each having a graphically-distinct spectrogram structure. In spite of the precise

nature of these results which correlated the acoustics of a sound with some

particular characteristic of its articulation, the findings were only relevant

for identifying distinctive sounds spoken in isolation. Like the earlier speech

scientists, speech was still erroneously considered a sequence of distinct

stationary configurations: but in the normal flow of speech, the speech wave

.has very few segments whose principal features remain even approximately stationary.

:he articulators spend most or their time in a state of transition. Thus, with

'the realization that speech is a continuously varying process, it was proposed

that vowel sounds cannot solely be characterized by their three or more distinct

40
concentrations of energy, called "formants." Considerably more movement was

40_
formants are resonances of the vocal tract whose frequencies depend

on the particular shape of the tract. When sounds were viewed as static entities,
the positions of the first three formants were usually considered adequate for
recognition (perception) of the particular vowel.
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characteristically found in the second formant of a vowel than in Foraant 1 or

Formant 3. The acoustic phoneticians theorized that it is the movement of this

second formant (called the "hub") which in relation to the first and third

formants is what distinguishes the different vowels from each other. Further,

it was found that a consonant is identified by its relationship to the transition

of the second foxmant of a preceding or following vowel. In other words, it

was found to be the "transi.Aon" of the second vowel formant which carries the

necessary clues for consonant recognition. Once these factors were made explicit,

it was possible to dharacterize individual sounds, and they were done so in terms

of the distinctive features (analogous to Jakobson's original set). For once

it was found that the basis for the "categories" of sounds does not lie in a

one-to-one correspondence with the physical signal, the segments had to be re-

defined in terms of acoustical, articulatory, as well as psychological criteria.

The distinctive features as noted by Jakobson, et.al, seemed the most convenient

and logical manner of representing these properties. Detailed perception testa

were developed to test the results of these findings. They allowed the phoneticians
!r

to characterize and differentiate classes of sounds in English through distinct

graphic representations on the spectrogram. Thus, if two consonants are noted to

have the same 7econd formant transition (hub), they are likely to be perceived

as consonants with the same place of articulation.

A test carried out by Nlller and :iicely in 1955 have actually shown important

correlations between Jakobson's classification of sounds in terms of the number of

features they have in common with actual acoustic perceptions. In their experi-

ment, four female subjects were presented orally with one of 16 phonemes and

asked to make a judzment as to which of the 16 they heard. Thus, if the -phoneme
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/f/ were presented, the subject was asked to try to identify it. Uncer certain

conditionswhere these phonemes were played against a background of noise, or

certain frequencies of the sound wave were filtered out--subjects often made

errors. A detailed examiaation of these errors showed that subjects often

confused phonemes that differed only in terms of a single distinctive feature

(such as /f/ and /8/, /p/ and /t/, etc.), and only rarely confused phonemes having

relatively few features in common (for example, /f/ and /a/, /p/ and /W, etc.).

Such results seem to provide support for Jakobson's notion of distinctive featuresJ

where "the listener is obliged to choose either between two polar qualities of the

same category, such as grave vs. acute, compact vs. diffuse, between the

presence and absence of a certain quality, such as voiced vs. unvoiced, nasalized

vs. non-nasalized, sharpened vs. non-sharpened (plain). "41 An articulatory

aaalysis of the confusions of the listeners resulted in the compilation of a list

of five distinctive features; voicing, nasality, affrication, duration, and place

of articulation. It was found that two or more phonemes differing with respect

to only one feature were most often confused. Such a result provides good support

for Jakobson's set of "minimal," "duple" or "triple" distinctions. As discussed

in Preliminaries to Speech Analvsiss "A distinction is called minimal if it

caanot be resolved into further distinctions which are used to differentiate words

in a given language ....W ider differences may be termed duple, triple, etc.,

accordir to the number of minimal distinctions of which the total difference is

composed. Duple distinctions are the result :)f two minimal distinctions." 42 It

Is Ln this way that the phoneme /p/ is more likely to be confused with /t/ under

41_
:toman jakobson, iunnar M. Fant and Morris Halle, oo.cit., p. 3.

42
I 2.
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a variety of distortions because the sounds differ only in their points of

articulation, i.e., a minimal.distinction; whereas /b/ and /t/ would less likely

be confused, as their difference involves the duple distinction of voicing and

place of articulation. The "confusion matrices" of Identifiable features provided

by Miller and Nicely's perceptual analysis of English consonants, DArther sub-

stantiate:, the "Prague School" action that phonemes are composed of a number of

smaller distinctive entities. These "distinctive features" are widely recognized

by contemporary linguists as the systematically organized and independently

controlable components of the phonological system of every language.

We see that some progress has been made in pinpointing the imdividua:

acoustic and articulatory features that contribute to the recognition of particular

speech sounds, but psychologically there has been no clear statement on the matter.

Yet psychological processes are known to be involved in the production and recogni-

tion of phonemes, and Chomsky, for one, has attempted to incorporate this concern

into his theory. He hopes to shed light on the nature of language and ultimately

on the nature of human thought processes which provide the competence inherent

to a speaker's potential utilization of the imfinite possibilities of his language.

That is, in demonstrating the psychological reality of a phoneme, Chomsky is really

concerned with the "descriptive adequacy" of his theory; and his grammar is

. I

justified to the extent to which it describes linguistic competence. But, as of

yet, an adequate psychological definition correlated with the perception of the

phoneme type unit has yet to be formulated.

Modern phoneticians know that speech is an acoustic phenomenon, but they

are puzzled by the fact that phonemes are not of any sort of physical reality that

can be strictly discernible by instrumental techniques or direct observation,
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Sone of the acoustic features are obviously spectral (for example, the frequencies

of the formants which aan be graphically-depicted). Other features, like formant

transitions, are concerned wlth the relationship of spectral features at different

instants of time. Important clues are also provided by_duration and intensity of

the speech. But experiments in speech recognition and production have shown that

these cues are highly variable. A. wide range of formant frequencies is recognized

as the same vowel, and ranges appropriate for each vowel, overlap, Experiments

with filtered and distorted speech have also shown that acoustic cues are not only

ambiguous, but that many of them can be eliminated without loss of intelligibility

of speech. It is currently conclusive from these experiments, then, that the

acoustic features of the speech wave are not the only cues available for speech

recognition. Yet, in spite of all this evidence pointing to the fact that language

is a continuous flow of unbroken sound, the linguist has not been encouraged to

abandon the concept of the phoneme. Since the beginning of man's awareness of his

language capabilities and his own language structure, he has assumed that his

speech is a sequence of discrete entities. Morris Halle has stated that:

...Although there axe no (instrumental) procedures for isolating
these (phonemic) entities there are numerous precedents in
science for such a position,...For example, the status of the
phoneme in linguistics is analogous to that of electrons in
physics, where Helmholtz postulated that electric current is
a flow of discrete particles without having isolated or even
having much hope of isolating one of these particles.... In

.

this sense, then, the phoneme is as real as any other theo-
retical entity in'science.43

At the state of our knowledge today, then, the phoneme can simply be defined

as a featiAre of language structure, i.e., an abstraction from the psychological,

acoustical and articulatory patterns which enable the linguist to describe the

43
.).orris Halle, "L:n the 3ases of Phonology", in Makkai's Phonological

:heory, 7.,p. 393-394.
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observed repetitions of things which seem to function within the system as

identical. The phoneme, as well as the distinctive features, are in short,-

linguistic features only. They are the intellectual creation of the linguist

who examines his language for definable and repeatable characteristics that can

help him to explain and generate other linguistic phenomena. Having accepted the

theoretical reality of a phoneme as the individual abstract units which compose

an Utterance, we may view the distinctive feature as the simultaneous, yet partly

independent abstract properties which combine to form a phoneme. Although these

attributes are the theoretically-existing creations of an observant linguist,

they cannot be created at will. There must be some adequate basis on which to

describe the attributes, properties or units of which the sounds in a language

are composed. The linguist in his attempts to establish a model of the workings

of the sounds in a language, must find one which most adequately fits the observable

facts. The language imposes real limitations and often quite narrowly circumscribes

the freedom.of the linguist to set up his model. The true reality of the phoneme

lies within these limitations,

Since the appearance of the article by Y. R. Chao on "The Non-uniqueness of ,

Phonemic Solutions of Phonetic Systems" (1934), it has been recognized that the

systems of sounds of any language may be subject to several equally satisfactory

"phonemic solutions." In recalling the distinctions made earlier in this paper,

it was concluded that.the emphasis of the structuralists for defining and identify-

ing the inventory of thonemes in a language was concentrated primarily on the

properties which all repetitions of a given phoneme may possess in common (i.e.,

in determining those physical properties that are invariant in several utterances

that enable them to be identified as the same: whereas the followers of the
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I'rague School linguists focused on all properties which differentiated each

repetition of a given phoneme from all other possible phonemes whidh might hews

been uttered in its stead. (The focus was thus directed toward the distinctive

differences instead of the similarities) It has been proposed that because

the latter method is more economical (in that it requires less features to

explain more phenomena--note Householder's argument below), it may seem to be the

nore reasonable approach. Roman Jakobson, et. al., has attempted to provide a

unique analysis of the set of discrete units which compose the utterances of

a language by stating:

By successively eliminating ailredundant data..,the analysis
of language into distinctive features overcomes the "non-uniqueness
of phonemic solutions". The present approach establishes a
criterion of the simplicity of a given solution, for when two
solutions differ, one of-them is less concise than the other
by retaining more redundancy.44

The sole criterion that the authors propose for evaluation of a phonemic

solution is "redundancy." That is, the phonemic sybtem for a language is the

one with the minimal average number of features necessary for specifying each

rhoneme. If this were true, then all of our problems would be solved. Unfortu-

nately, the continuing controversies over the naturalness of the binarlty

condition, clarification of the nature of the relation between distinctive feature

analysis and the physical facts of speech, and the optimal inventory of features

for describing human languages, has yet to be resolved. If one considers that

the disagreements that have ensued among linguists with regard to "phonemic"

analysis have been considerable, they are but trivial when compared with disagree-

aehts in re,Tard to the analysis of minimal features. Jakobson considerably limits

44_
zoman jakobson, Gunnar M. :ant, and Morris Halle, op.cit., p. 7.
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the number of possible solutions by his postulate of binary opposition. Even

in his initial wotkks, the principle is not validated since he included the

possibility of complex features of sounds (designated by the symbol 1:). So,

tt is evident that the Initially proposed principle has not led to any sort of

logic'al conclusion for the classification of sounds in a language, nor to a

unique analysis. The number of possible analyses follows directly from the

principle of "discreteness" in language. So long as the linguist is tied to an

analysis of the abstract discrete entities of language, he is bound to come to

a decision over borderline cases.

A phonemic solution which is arbitrary and unmotivated, allows for alternatives,

Chomsky and Halle have attempted to rid their analysis of arbitrary alternatives

to phonemic solutions by relying on a mentalistic conception of language. They

have depended basically on two principles of description: simplicity and (descrip-

tive and explanatory) adequacy.

Halle states that the simplicity criterion, which is equated with the concept

of "brevity" of the description, is measured by the number of discrete symbols

employed. And it is on this basis
45

that alternative grammars can and should be

evaluated. According to their theory, a complete description of a language will

include a list cf all the morphemes, i.e., a lexicon or dictionary. Being subject

to the simplicity criterion it is required that:

a. Phonological rules be stated completely in terms of features.

b. A grammar should be evaluated by minimizing the total number of features
specified in the lexicon and in the phonological rules.

3y nininizing the total number of features contc,ined in the grammar, it

follows that one may be able to determine the obtimal organization of the distinctive

45
Chomsky and Halle consider the simplicity criterion to be internal to

1inIz7u1st1c theory. This notion has been arFued and recieves further consideratim
in the following pa7.es.
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feature natrix (i.e., the particular features to be specified and their order

of occurrence) and consequently of the dictionary, The simplicity criterion

nelps to determine the particular feature matrix which is not only non-redundant,

'out which can also serve as the basis of the simplest possible description of

the language. This procedure seems to remove the justification for the objection

voiced by Householder46 that the distinctive feature matrix is arbitrary with

regard to the decision uf which features should be specified in the matrix as

distinctive and which as redundant. Chomsky and Halle are justified in that the

presentation of a particUlar feature matrix which is non-redundant is not only

economical, but also reduces the complexity and arbitrariness of the entire

grp-ular.. It is evident, then, that the elimination of redundancy is not arbitrary

once the simplicity criterion is in operation.

But Householder, in"Phonological Theory: A Brief Comment" (1966), voices

yet another argument against the notion of "economy" as purportedly afforded by

the distinctive feature notation. He doubts that "our brain storage has any

zreat use for economy" assuming instead that an "extravagant" amount of redundancy

is an inherent feature of our brain's capacity, which "has no need for economizing

storage space."47 With this assertion, he rejects a grammar which claims that'

the brain has only to store one feature (i2vocalie) for A7 in "ski"48, thus

eliminating all redundant, predictable features which may eventually be regenerated.

He does not argue for the complete rejection of distinctive features in linguistic

theory "as they are useful for all sorts of things," but feels that they do not

44_
. Householder, Jr., ";:n Some Recent Cla:As in Phonological Theory", in

i'h;nolozical Theory,.p. 450.

1.6. Householder, jr., "ibcnological Theory: A Brief Comment", in Makkai's
cho1c-1-loa1 Theory, in. 4E6-487.

4E.
:.ote :abie 4, p. 26.
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justif-, the notion of the simplicity criterlon as he understands it. Although

he does not offer a concrete alternative to the specification of elements in

terms of features, he iplies a preference for a theory allowing separate status

to the traditional phonemic notation. These units he feels would save in "ink"

and "physical bulk in printing", while also being easier to read. But it is

obvious that through such rationalization as this, he is reducing himself to

the base criteria of "convenience" which, alone, is certainly devoid of any

theoretiaal linguistic significance. Whether he believes that our brains can

or cannot economize by eliminating certain phonetic features, is at the current

time an untestable notion. Unfortunately, unless.Householder explicitly shows

us how equally good or better results could be achieved by a theory utilizing

segmental segments.O.some sort or another, hisaxgument against the economy

afforded by the distinctive features cannot be prol.red or disproved.

Even more fallacious though, is his assertion that Chomsky and Halle's

proposed phonological theory "bears little or no relation to what goes on in

the speaker's brain."
49

A. linguist does not p.ossess super-human powers, (although

at times, his assertions are mistaken for sod's truth). None of the graamars that

has so far been proposed in linguistic theory can be considered anything more than

schenaticized versions of a speaker's competence as inferred from a severly

limited amount of tentative langua3e data. That is, a grammar of a language is

simply a "theory" of a speaker's competence, and bears no relation (or else a

very abstract one) to the physical fun.-.-tioning of the brain itself. The grammars

for individual languages, as proposed by Chomsky, et.al., are structural analyses

of the lana.uaze, not analyses of brain structures, although they may quite

;:ouseholder, Jr., "onoloical Theory; A 3rief Coament", in ;,:akkai's
Th,7:ory, p. 437.
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incidentally shed light on "certain organizing principles in the mind which make

4t possible for a speaker to use language creatively."50 Householder's arguments

certainly indicate that he is unaware of these facts.

As outlined in this paper, the incorporation of the distinctive features into

the generative theories of phonology has been based largely on the principles as

initially proposed by Noam Chomsky and Morris Halle (1968). Their arguments axe

summarized below:

....We showed that for a wide range of linguistic data, which
otherwise would have to be treated as isolated fact without
systematic import, we could offer partial explanations if we
consistently formulated all rules and representations (both
systematic phonemic and systematic phonetic) strictly in terms
of features. Systematic reliance on features thus permits a
deepening insight into the nature of linguistic competence and
makes possible an AnAlysis of the notion 'linguistically
significant generalization,' a :Lion which underlies all
descriptive 2ractice but has, so far, resisted clear and general
formulation.,1

If all linguistic work, then,is to be guided by certain assumptions related

to the nature of linguistic structure and linguistic intuition, the adequacy of

a particular solution can be tested only by determining whether the descriptions

to which they lead are in accord with every speaker's inherent knowledge about

his languaze, Dealing with the character of mental processes and linguistic

intuition, thour.zh, is in itself a dubious process. Data obtained'solely from a

native speaker's intuition is highly inconclusive, since it varies unpredictably

fron speaker to speaker and within the same speaker from time to time. It is on

these grou.nds that Householder argues for a complete account of the hard facts,

56.:
Allen and 1-aul p. viii.

=.1

L:no:nsky and .iorris salle, "Some Controversial questions in Phonological
Theory", in :-iak.Xai's Phonolozical :heory, p. 458.
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1.e., for procedures which correctly observe, describe and test the corpus of

data on which a grammar is based. He insists that a level of Observational

Adequacy is a necessary prerequisite to justifying a grammar on the basis of levels

of Descriptive and Explanatory Adequacy. As we remember, a grammar meets the

level of Descriptive Adequacy to the extent that it correctly accounts for a

speaker's inherent linguistic knowledge. It meets the level of Explanatory

Adequacy to the extent that it provides a "principled" basis for the selection

of a descriptively adequate grammar. Householder is very wary of the validity

of arguments based solely on "intuition," and thus emphasizes the primacy of the

level of Observational Adequacy. But what he seems to be ignoring here is that

some notion of linguistic intuition or "tacit competence" is quite apparent in

all linguistic work. .Even Blooafield's original phonemic analyses were structured

with respect to the meaningful differences and similarities found in language. The

"meaningful" units, which he termed "phonemes", were developed from an informant's

intuitive knowledge of his native language: and the patterns that the grammarian

established for the structure of his grammar were based on such notions as "phonetic

similarity," and "symmetry" in the language. That these properties were isolated

in the first place, and ultimately tested for, is direct evidence that the linguist

was relying (implicitly) on his native linguistic intuition. Certain obscure and

"strange" patternings of language structure were rejected, not on the basis of

available data alone (we have already stated that there may be several completely

different theories all consistent with empirical evidence), but because they

"see:led" wrong. In other words, the ultimate criterion fok developing procedures

and structures of linguistic analyses and theories, has always been guided by an

innate reliance on the tacit knowledge of the native speaker. In the final analysis,

it is only he who can judge what is "right" or "wron7," -- and he is solely justified

on the basis that it "sounds good" to
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Returning now to the notion of a unique phonemic solution, it seems reasonable

to assuae (as Householder does) that there may not be one "correct" descriptively

adequate grammar. It is highly propable that several linguistic theories, all

consistent Wth empirical evidence, could be constructed which would fully satisfy

the notion of descriptive adequacy. Householder insists that the day may come .

when linguists are faced with "two inconsistent and irreconcilable descriptions

of a language, each perfect in its ol.n right by conveying some important 'intuition'

about the language not conveyed by the other."52

The assumption implied here by Householder is that the science of linguistics

will eventually come to a complete standstill. Yet, the notion of a permanent

stalemate is inconsistent with the history of any serious field of.scientific

study, since such a "static" situation is simply a forthright challenge for more

research on the matter. Chomsky, when confronted with the possibility that there

is perhaps no unique discrete analysis of sounds, retorts:

, ...The real problem for the linguist is to find a theory
(actually, a small part of a theory) that will come somewhere
near accounting for some domain of linguistic fact; the problem
for the grammarian is to develop some small fragment of a
grammar that is adequate for some part of the language that
concerns him. Where two equally effective fragments can be
constructed, the grammarian will'attempt to choose between them
by enriching the domain of relevant fact or deepening linguistic
theory; where two linguistic theories are equally adequate, he
will attempt to adjucate between them by bringing additional facts
to bear, facts which can be accounted for by one but not by the
other. This is the only way in which the grammatical descriptions
of particular languages or the general theory of linguistic
structure can progress.53

It is clear, then, that one of the primary goals of a linguistic theory should

..7.e in denonstrating why one grammar is correct and all others are incorrect. Thus,

at_the.stage of our knowledge today, the pertinent question is not, "Is language

iescribable?", but rather, "When will the truth be discovered?"

52_ -
Householder, jr., "Cn Some Recent Claims in Phonological Theory", p. 444.

c=
:honsky and Xorris ialle, "Some Controversial kuestions in Phonological

:necry", 1;. Lk62.
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VII. The Battle of the Features

In the realm of scientific pursuits, it is often the case that a proposed

hypothetical theory, (as well as any specific analytic procedure applied to

that theory), must be bandied about among the professionals with the purposeful

intent of pointing out problems hitherto unnoticed. The distinctive feature

theory, which has been incorporated into generative theories and largely

rejected by the structuralists, cannot solely be justified or refuted in terms

of explicit empirical data pertaining to particular languages; but it must

ultimately be related to universal clains about the nature of human language in

general. Since the initial development of the theory, it has been the focal point

of heated debates and often fruitless arguments. The main issues in current

dispute as revealed in this historical sketch of the principle, have been both

theoretical and practical in nature. Although the theory has been shown to be

of major importance in explaining relevant phonological phenomena, answers to

the remaining questions are inconclusive at present. And so, as we flee the scene

of the raging battle over the technicalities of the distinctive feature principle;

let 11E take a moment to reflect on the current status of the theoretical considera-

tions presented in this paper as so candidly expressed in the following quote:

....If there are unique correct descriptions of languages, I
do not believe we can hope to approximate them for any given
language within our life-times, and should strive meantime to
give the best descriptions we can by whatever standards we
can find; Chomsky seems to believe that we already know much
o the truth and should find the rest very shortly, after
which linguists can go out of business,54

_
F. w. :louseholder, Jr., "On Sone Recent ,laims 'in Phonological Theory",

in ::ackai's Phonolorgical iheory, D. 455.
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